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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we formally define the problem of repre-
senting and leveraging abstract event causality to power
downstream applications. We propose a novel solution to
this problem, which build an abstract causality network and
embed the causality network into a continuous vector space.
The abstract causality network is generalized from a specific
one, with abstract event nodes represented by frequently co-
occurring word pairs. To perform the embedding task, we
design a dual cause-effect transition model. Therefore, the
proposed method can obtain general, frequent, and simple
causality patterns, meanwhile, simplify event matching.
Given the causality network and the learned embeddings,
our model can be applied to a wide range of applications such
as event prediction, event clustering and stock market move-
ment prediction. Experimental results demonstrate that 1)
the abstract causality network is effective for discovering
high-level causality rules behind specific causal events; 2) the
embedding models perform better than state-of-the-art link
prediction techniques in predicting events; and 3) the event
causality embedding is an easy-to-use and sophisticated
feature for downstream applications such as stock market
movement prediction.

Keywords
Causality, Event causality network, Event prediction, Em-
bedding methods, Stock price movement prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
Causality is the relation between one event (the cause)

and a second event (the effect), where the second event is
understood as a consequence of the first [5]. Furthermore,
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causality is not only a kind of knowledge but also the basis
behind reasoning and making sense of the unknown. As
a kind of knowledge, causality is an essential resource for
question answering and decision making. To be able to
answer the question What causes tumors to shrink?, one
would require a large causality repository [18].
However, how to leverage the power of event causality

for downstream applications is very challenging and has
never been seriously studied before. Some researchers tried
methods to use event causality for predicting events [25]
and generating future scenarios [15, 14]. Nevertheless, there
are three major drawbacks to such studies. First, they
focus solely on causality between specific events and fail
to discover general causality patterns. For example, they
can only detect “A massive 8.9-magnitude earthquake hit
northeast Japan on Friday → a large amount of houses
collapsed”, but cannot create the concise and abstract
causality pattern “earthquake → house collapse”. Second,
event matching is the key to event prediction and future
scenario generation. However, the underlying symbolic
nature of tuple matching in [25] or phrase matching in [15]
greatly limits the flexibility of event matching, and might
degrade the accuracy of event prediction or future scenario
generation. Third, although causality itself is an important
resource for reasoning and prediction, the symbolic form of
causality derived from [25, 15, 14] is hard to generalize to
other applications.
Due to these limitations, we propose to 1) build an

abstract news event causality network from which we can
obtain general, frequent, and simple causality patterns; and
2) embed the causality network into a continuous vector
space to simplify event matching and make it easy to use
for other applications, resulting in two benefits: 1) general
causality patterns help people to better understand the
high-level causality rules behind specific causal events; 2)
compared to matching tuples or noun phrases, matching in
continuous vector spaces is easy to manipulate and much
more flexible, which might result in better performance in
event prediction or future scenario generation. Besides,
event causality embedding may improve application tasks
such as stock market prediction for two reasons: 1) low-
dimensional dense vectors can effectively alleviate feature
sparsity issues and causality gives a reasonable way to
embed events into low-dimensional dense vectors; and 2)
the causality also benefits from finding the causal factors of
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Figure 1: Our proposed framework for abstract
event causality mining.

the stock market. Figure 1 sketches our novel framework,
which consists of two key parts: a novel causality network
construction and a novel causality network embedding.
To construct the causality network, given a collection of

text snippets (in our case, news headlines), we propose a
novel algorithm that works as follows. We first use textual
causality connectors (such as “X because Y” and “X leads
to Y”) to identify pairs of causality mentions. Then, we
extract specific causal events from the identified mentions
to obtain high-quality and readable causal pairs, where
each specific event is represented by a set of verbs and
nouns occurring in the corresponding mention with their
original order. The result is a specific causality network
where each node is associated with a specific event. In
order to discover general patterns which can reveal high-
level causality rules and reduce the sparsity of the network,
for each specific event represented by nouns and verbs, we
generalize the nouns to their hypernyms in WordNet [22]
(e.g. the hypernym of the noun “chips” is “dishes”), and the
verbs to their classes in VerbNet [30] (e.g. “kill” belongs to
the “murder-42.1” class). We propose a novel hierarchical
causality generation method to build an abstract causality
network on top of the specific one. The nodes of the abstract
causality network are frequently co-occurring word pairs,
which are general enough and have been demonstrated to
be effective in representing certain types of events [29]. In
this way, we discover general, frequent, and simple causality
patterns which can reveal high-level causality rules behind
specific causal events. Figure 2 gives a specific example of
the novel hierarchical causality network.
After constructing the abstract causality network, we

embed it into a continuous vector space to simplify even-
t manipulation while preserving the inherent cause-effect
structure of the original network. Specifically, we design
a new dual cause-effect transition model to perform the
embedding task. This model abstracts events as vectors in
the embedding space, and models the cause-effect relation
in different ways. Differing from the existing relation
embedding models [8, 7], the proposed dual cause-effect
transition model is the first to encode many-to-many rela-
tions and enhances the ability to model asymmetry so as to

(murder-42.1, people)

(send, prison)

(escape, prison)

(capture, people)

{Saddam, murdered, people}

{Hudson, killed, Andrew}

{Saddam, was, sent, military, prison}

{Hudson, was, sent, prison}

{Hudson, escaped, prison}

{policemen, captured, Hudson}

Abstract Causality Network

Specific Causality Network

Figure 2: A novel hierarchical causality network.
The blue nodes and blue solid directed edges
between them on the bottom layer constitute the
specific causality network. The red nodes and red
dashed directed edges between them on the top
layer constitute the abstract causality network. The
dashed undirected edges linking the top and bottom
layers represent specifications from abstract events
to specific ones.

better model the event causality. Specifically, it represents
the cause-to-effect and effect-to-cause relations as different
transition vectors t and τ . With this model, we encode
several key attributes of event causality, i.e., asymmetry,
many-to-many, and transitivity of event causality. Given
the learned embeddings, predicting events or generating
future scenarios is then formulated as link prediction on the
network. By learning and operating on latent continuous
representations, causality network embedding can not only
simplify event matching, but also capture some unobservable
but intrinsic characteristics of causality. All these aspects
enhance the link prediction task. Furthermore, this kind of
continuous vector form of events which encode the causal
context (causes and effects of events) makes it an easy-to-
use and sophisticated feature for downstream applications,
such as predicting stock market movement.
The contributions of this work are threefold. First, we

propose a new concept called “abstract causality network”
and devise a novel hierarchical causality generation method
to generalize specific causality networks. The resulting ab-
stract causality networks contain plenty of general, frequent,
and simple causality patterns, which help people to better
understand high-level causality rules behind specific causal
events. They are much less sparse than specific networks,
making it possible to perform the following embedding step.
Second, for a better use of event causality, we propose to
embed abstract causality networks into continuous vector
spaces by designing a novel dual cause-effect transition
model which encodes key attributes of event causality.
To our knowledge, this is the first work on constructing
and embedding abstract causality networks. Third, our
experiment indicates that the embedding of event causality
is a valuable resource for stock market prediction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 introduces the process of constructing event causality
networks from text. Section 3 details the proposed dual
cause-effect transition model that embed causality networks
into continuous vector spaces. Section 4 reports experiments
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and results. Section 5 discusses related work, followed by the
conclusion and future work in Section 6.

2. CAUSALITY NETWORK
CONSTRUCTION

The first stage of our work is to construct a hierarchical
causality network from text. In this paper, we use the
New York Times headlines archived from 1987 to 2007. In
comparison with content of news articles, headlines have
some advantages on event causality network construction.
First of all, a news headline usually contains at least one
event, but a sentence in an article body might not. Hence,
there are more events that can be extracted per sentence
in news headlines than in news content. Besides, news
headlines usually have simpler structures than sentences in
news content, and thus are easier to process during causality
mention extraction (section 2.1) and causal event extraction
(section 2.2). These advantages guided us in making the
decision to use headlines to construct the event causality
network. The construction process consists of three steps:
1) causality mention extraction, 2) causal event extraction,
and 3) causal event generalization.

2.1 Causality Mention Extraction
This step identifies potential cause-effect pairs from un-

structured natural language text. As the amount of data
may be extremely large (in our experiments, spanning
millions of headlines), getting human-annotated pairs is
impossible. We therefore provide a procedure similar to the
one used in [25], which can automatically identify mentions
of causal events from natural language text.
We first consider the textual causality connectors de-

scribed in [38], and ask human annotators to judge how
frequently these connectors express true causality in our
data. We sample 100 headlines for each connector and
ask human annotators to judge whether these headlines
convey causality or not. Each headline is judged by two
annotators, and is deemed to express true causality if both
annotators think so. Then, we calculate the frequency of
true causality for each connector. The four connectors
with the highest frequencies are finally selected for causality
mention extraction. They are “because”, “because of”, “lead
to” and “after”. In fact, more than 80% of event causality in
our data is evoked by these four connectors1.

We then construct a set of rules to extract mentions of
causal events. Each rule follows the template of <Pattern,
Constraint, Priority>, where Pattern is a regular ex-
pression containing a selected connector, Constraint is a
syntactic constraint on sentences to which the pattern can
be applied, and Priority is the priority of the rule if several
rules are matched. For instance, given the connector “after”,
we use the pattern “after [sentence1], [sentence2]” to extract
causality mentions with a constraint that [sentence1] cannot
start with a number. As a consequence, this pattern can
match the sentence “after Iraq war, the oil price falls”, but
will not match the sentence “After 2 Years, US Capitol
Restoration Project Is Complete” It is obvious that (Iraq
war, the oil price falls) is a causality but (2 years, US Capitol

1We sample a subset of the whole dataset and use all
connectors mentioned in [38] to extract causality mentions
and count the proportion of true causality evoked by these
four connectors.

Restoration Project Is Complete) is not a causality. After
applying the rules, we obtain pairs of causality mentions,
with one tagged as a cause and the other tagged as the effect.
Alternatively, we can use a more sophisticated method to
extract causal relation, such as [40]. In this study, however,
we put emphasis on the precision of extracted causality
rather than the recall. A more sophisticated method also
makes this work hard to reproduce.

2.2 Causal Event Extraction
The second step is to extract causal events from causality

mentions identified in the previous step. Causal events are
represented as tuples extended from (Subject, Predicate,
Object) triples [25] or as noun phrases [15] in previous
work. However, in our case news headlines are usually
brief, with a large fraction of constituents omitted, which
makes it difficult to extract tuples or noun phrases. We
claim that representing each specific event simply by a set
of verbs and nouns with their original order is a better
choice. Formally, E = {Wi|Wi ∈ V erbs ∪Nouns} in which
V erbs and Nouns is the set of verb and nouns in headlines
respectively. In particular, the order of Wi is determined
by a partial parser [1] and the original order in headlines,
which is for the sake of readability of events. This will be
illustrated in details using the following examples and three
reasons:
Example 1: Williams retired [because of] overuse, agent

says.
Example 2: [After] the school shootings in Colorado[,] the

government adopted effective measures to maintain school
safety.
Example 3: [After] G.O.P. triumph[,] Bush sets security

department and tax cut as priorities.
First, events mentioned in news headlines are rarely

represented in complete subject-predicate-object structures
due to brevity, making it infeasible to extract tuples for most
cases. Consider the effect mention “Williams retired” in
Example 1. It cannot be extracted as a tuple or a noun
phrase. However, if we use verbs and nouns, it can be
successfully represented by (Williams, retired).
Second, representing events by tuples or noun phrases

is likely to miss important information about the events.
Consider Example 2 with the effect mention “the govern-
ment adopted effective measures to maintain school safety”.
Neither the subject-predicate-object triple (the government,
adopted, effective measures) nor the noun phrase “school
safety” contains complete information about the event.
However, if we use the verb-and-noun representation (gov-
ernment, adopted, measures, maintain, school, safety), no
important information will be lost.
Third, in some cases, multiple tuples or noun phrases

can be extracted, and it is difficult to decide which one is
the best. For example, given the effect mention “Bush sets
security department and tax cut as priorities” in Example 3,
a regular triple extraction tool will probably extract two
triples: (Bush, sets, security department) and (tax, cut
as, priorities).2 It is a non-trivial task to decide which
one to be selected as the event representation. However,
representing events by verbs and nouns requires no such
choices. Furthermore, the performance of tuple extraction

2The triple (tax, cut as, priorities) is extracted by
mistakenly taking “cut” as a verb.
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or noun phrase extraction relies heavily on several more
sophisticated NLP tools such as Reverb [12].
From these examples, we can see that representing events

simply by ordered sets of verbs and nouns is a better choice.
This method can be applied to almost any text data (not just
news headlines), covering more comprehensive information
about events and placing less reliance on other NLP tools.
After extracting causal events, we can construct a specific
causality network. Each node of the network corresponds
to a specific event, represented by an ordered set of verbs
and nouns. Each edge is associated with a cause-effect pair,
directed from the cause to the effect.

2.3 Causal Event Generalization
The causality network constructed in the previous step

focuses solely on causality between specific events, but
fails to discover general causality patterns between related
events. For example, it can only detect “a massive 8.9-
magnitude earthquake hit northeast Japan on Friday → a
large amount of houses collapsed”, but cannot summarize to
find the general causality pattern of“earthquake hit → house
collapse”. Such general causality patterns are extremely
useful in discovering high-level causality rules behind specific
causal events. We therefore propose to generalize the specific
causality network to get general, frequent, and simple
causality patterns. The key idea is to build a hierarchical
causality network as illustrated in Figure 2. The bottom
layer of the hierarchy consists of specific causal events, and
the top layer consists of abstract causal events, generalized
from the specific ones.
We first use WordNet [22] and VerbNet [30] to generalize

words occurring in specific causal events. Given a specific
event represented by a set of nouns and verbs, we generalize
each noun to its hypernym in WordNet (e.g. the noun
“chips” is generalized to “dishes”), and each verb to its class
in VerbNet (e.g. “kill” is generalized to“murder-42.13”). The
word generalization step eliminates the negative effect of
word diversity, and can help us discover frequent patterns
from massive specific causal events.
Next, we devise a hierarchical causality generation method

to build an abstract causality network on top of the specific
one. We use frequently co-occurring word pairs (FCOPA)
such as (murder-42.1, people), (capture, people), (escape,
prison), and (send, prison) to represent abstract events, i.e.,
nodes of the abstract causality network. A FCOPA refers to
two words that co-occur in more than a minimum support
of five specific events. Such word pairs are general enough
and have been demonstrated to be effective in representing
certain types of events [29]. Actually, it is not very difficult
to expand these kind of word pair to the set of three or
four words. In this study we use word pairs as abstract
nodes because of the specific features of news headlines
besides the practice of [29]. Given an abstract event,
any specific event containing the two words is taken as a
specification of the abstract one. For example, in Figure 2,
both (Saddam, murdered, people) and (Hudson, killed,
Andrew) are specifications of (murder-42.1, people). Edges
of the abstract causality network are generated according to
those of the specific one. An edge is created from abstract
event A to abstract event B if there exists an edge from
specific event Ai to specific event Bj , where Ai and Bj

are specifications of A and B respectively. For example, in

3the form of verb class in VerbNet.

Figure 2, there exists an edge from (Hudson, killed, Andrew)
to (Hudson, was, sent, prison) in the specific causality
network. So we create an edge between the corresponding
abstract events in the abstract causality network, from
(murder-42.1, people) to (send prison). Figure 2 provides
an illustration of the hierarchical causality network. The
blue nodes and the blue solid directed edges between them
constitute the specific causality network. The red nodes and
the red solid directed edges between them constitute the
abstract causality network. The dashed undirected edges
linking red nodes and blue nodes represent specifications
from abstract events to specific ones.
The advantages of building an abstract causality network

are three-fold. First, the abstract causality network contains
plenty of general, frequent, and simple causality patterns,
which help people to better understand high-level causality
rules behind specific causal events, such as “(murder-42.1,
people) → (send, prison)→(escape, prison) → (capture,
people)”. Second, the abstract causality network generalizes
much better than the specific one. Given a totally new event
extracted from natural language text and then represented
by a set of ordered verbs and nouns, matching it exactly with
existing specific events is almost impossible. It is much more
likely that the new event can be generalized to an abstract
event that already exists, and then can be analyzed in the
abstract causality network. Third, the abstract causality
network is much more dense than the specific one, making
it possible to perform the following embedding stage.

3. CAUSALITY NETWORK EMBEDDING
MODEL

If we were to use the abstract network directly to do
event prediction and stock market prediction, we would
run into some problems: 1) event matching is the key to
event prediction. However, the underlying symbolic nature
of tuple matching in [25] or phrase matching in [15] greatly
limits the flexibility of event matching; 2) the symbolic form
of causality is hard to generalize to applications such as stock
market prediction. To address these problems, we further
embed event causality network into a continuous vector
space, simplifying event manipulation while preserving the
inherent cause-effect structure of the original network. We
employ a new model to perform the embedding task: the
dual cause-effect transition model. In this paper, we denote
scalars by lowercase letters, such as x; vectors by boldface
lowercase letters, such as x; and matrices by boldface upper
case letters, such as X.
How to model cause-effect relation between events de-

timines the informativeness of event representations and
the ability of event causality for downstream application
such as event prediction and stock movement prediction,
thus is the core part of our embedding model. In order to
simulate event causality as much as possible, our model must
embrace the essential characteristics of event causality, i.e.,
asymmetry, many-to-many and transitivity. The asymmetry
and transitivity of event causality are easy to understand.
Without asymmetry, our model can not distinguish cause
event and effect event. Without transitivity, our model can
not capture the long-term event causality. Besides these
two characteristics, many-to-many is extremly important
especially for event prediction. Without many-to-many,
given an event, our model theoretically is just able to find
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one cause or one effect, which greatly deviates the reality.
For example, a case may like that a cause c1 has two effects
e1 and e2, i.e., ft(c1) = {e1, e2}, the effect e1 has two
causes c1 and c2, i.e., fτ (e1) = {c1, c2}. In this many-
to-many causality case, ft and fτ is neither the same nor
linear related. Therefore, we can take the path cause-to-
effect and the path effect-to-cause as different additions
+t and +τ so as to encode many-to-many, asymmetry
and transitivity of event causality. In other words, by
modeling these different transitions we encode three key
attributes of event causality, i.e., the asymmetry of event
causality, the many-to-many relation of event causality and
the transitivity of event causality. Specifically, we propose
a novel dual cause-effect (Dual-CET) model by designing a
new energy function f(c, e) defined on each pair,

f(c, e) = ‖c+ t− e‖1 + ‖e+ τ − c‖1 (1)

where true cause-effect pairs are assumed to have low
energies.
To learn the event embeddings {x} and the transition

vectors {t, τ}, we consider a ranking criterion. Intuitively,
given a true cause-effect pair (c, e), if the cause c or the effect
e is missing, we would like the model to be able to predict
the correct event. The objective of training is to learn the
energy function f so that it can successfully rank the true
pair (c, e) below all other possible pairs, i.e.,

f(c, e) < f(c′, e), ∀c′ ∈ E − {c},
f(c, e) < f(c, e′), ∀e′ ∈ E − {e},

where E is the set containing all events in the abstract
causality network. Towards this goal, the following margin-
based ranking loss is minimized:

min
{x},t,τ

∑

(c,e)∈P+

∑

(c′,e′)∈P−

[
γ + f(c, e)− f(c′, e′)

]
+

+
α

‖t+ τ‖2

(2)

where P+ is the set of true cause-effect event pairs found in
the abstract causality network, P− contains corrupted pairs
constructed by replacing the cause or the effect in (c, e),
γ > 0 is a margin separating true cause-effect pairs and
corrupted pairs, and [x]+ = max(0, x) denotes the positive
part of x, and α > 0 is a parameter. The optimization in
Eq. (2) favors lower energies for true cause-effect pairs than
for corrupted pairs, and is thus a natural implementation of
the intended criterion. The optimization is carried out by
stochastic gradient descent in mini-batch mode. We enforce
the constraints that the embedding of each event ‖X‖ = 1
to avoid overfitting.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this study, we use two different datasets. For evaluating

the performance model on causal event prediction, we use
the New York Times corpus (catalog number LDC2008T19)
which contains over 1.8 million articles written and pub-
lished by the New York Times between January 1, 1987
and June 19, 2007, with article metadata provided by the
New York Times Newsroom. For simplicity, in the following
sections, we refer to our data set as NYT. To predict stock
price movement using event causality, we use financial news
from Reuters and Bloomberg over the period from October

Table 1: 10 frequent causality patterns discovered
in the NYT data.

Cause Event Effect Event
(Dow, drop) (stocks, fall)
(fear, appear-48.1.1) (price, fall)
(ban, flag) (public, disorder)
(dollar, lower) (await, trader)
(neglect-75-1-1, cleanup) (wildlife, die)
(murder-42.1, people) (send, prison)
(near, election) (scandal, appear-48.1.1)
(vote, draw) (accusation, appeal)
(shock, therapy) (brain, damage)
(make, dish.n.02) (cooking-45.3,

root vegetable.n.01)

2006 to November 2013. This time span witnesses a severe
economic downturn in 2007-2010, followed by a modest
recovery in 2011-2013. There are 106,521 documents in
total from Reuters News and 447,145 from Bloomberg News.
News titles and contents are extracted from HTML. The
timestamps of the news are also extracted, for alignment
with stock price information.

4.1 Causality Pattern Case Study
The first experiment is to test the effectiveness of the

event causality network in discovering general, frequent,
and simple causality patterns. We construct the causality
network using the steps described in Section 2. Specifically,
we use four textual causality connectors “because”, “because
of”, “lead to”, and “after” as well as the associated rules to
identify causality mentions. We further use the Stanford
POS Tagger [31] to recognize verbs and nouns in the
identified causality mentions, determine the order of verbs
and nouns via partial parser [1] and the original word order
in headlines, and represent each specific event by the ordered
set of verbs and nouns. Then, we employ the hierarchical
causality generation method to build an abstract causality
network on top of the specific one. Each node of the abstract
causality network corresponds to a FCOPA, standing for an
abstract event. We finally extract 1729 abstract events and
3134 cause-effect relationships between them from our NYT
data.
Table 1 shows 10 frequent causality patterns between

abstract events in the NYT data. Here, the frequency of a
causality pattern is calculated by using the specific causality
network. Given a causality pattern A → B between
abstract events A and B, we count the number of edges from
specific event Ai to specific event Bj , where Ai and Bj are
specifications of A and B respectively. The edge number
is taken as the frequency of that causality pattern. We
randomly select 10 from the top 50 most frequent causality
patterns and list them in Table 1. From the results, we
can see that our method is indeed effective in discovering
general, frequent, and simple causality patterns which can
reveal high-level causality rules behind specific causal events,
such as “(Dow, drop) → (stocks, fall)”, “(murder, people) →
(send, prison)”, and “(near, election) → (scandal, appear-
48.1.1)”, etc.
Given these causality patterns, we can conduct some

meaningful analyses, e.g., analyzing possible causes and
effects of a given event and discovering causality chains.
A subgraph of the abstract causality network is shown in
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(price, fall)

(inflation, worry)

(fear, appear-48.1.1)

(Dow, drop)

(report, inflation)

(police, ferret-35.6)

(russia, plan)

(stocks, fall)

(stocks, retreat)

(end, stocks)

(hit, low)

Figure 3: A subgraph of the abstract causality
network.

Figure 3. On the graph, given the event (Dow, drop),4

we can retrieve all its causes such as (price, fall) and
(report, inflation), and its effects such as (stocks, fall),
(stocks, retreat), and (stocks, end). Furthermore, we
can discover interesting causality chains such as “(Russia,
plan)→(fear, appear-48.1.1)→ (price, fall)→ (Dow, drop)→
(stocks, retreat)”. By inspecting the original related news,
we found that the New York Times had large amount of
data concerning Russia’s unsuccessful military and economic
plans which had huge effects on the stock market in the
1990s.

4.2 Causal Event Prediction
The second experiment is to test the effectiveness of the

Dual-CET model proposed in Section 3 in predicting causal
events. The prediction task is formulated as link prediction
on the event causality network, i.e., predicting a cause-effect
pair (c, e) with the cause c or the effect e missing.

4.2.1 Evaluation Criterion
To evaluate, we split all the 3134 cause-effect event pairs

into a training/validation/test set, with the ratio of 8:1:1.
The first is used for model training, the second for hyper-
parameter tuning, and the third for evaluation.
For each test cause-effect pair, the cause event is removed

and replaced by each of the events in the dictionary in turn.
Energies (or dissimilarities) of these corrupted cause-effect
pairs are first computed by a specific link prediction method
(which are detailed in the following section), and then sorted
in ascending order. The rank of the original correct event
is finally stored. Similarly, we can get another rank by
corrupting the effect event. Aggregated over all test pairs,
we report Hits@10, i.e., the proportion of cause (effect)
events which we can find at least one correct event ranked in

4The Dow Jones, also called the Dow for short, is a stock
market index.

the top 10 corresponding effect (cause) events, which follows
the previous studies in multi-relational embedding [8, 7].

4.2.2 Baseline Methods
First, we compare the Dual-CET model with several state-

of-the-art link prediction models summarized in [20] and two
embedding models [8, 7] proposed by Bordes et al. Then,
the event represented by tuple is taken as the comparison
with the event represented by FCOPA for event prediction.
The first four link prediction baselines are undirected

methods and the following two link prediction baselines are
directed methods. The last two baselines are embedding-
based models which were originally designed for mining
multi-relational knowledge graphs of named entities. Lastly,
Jaccard’s coefficient, Common neighbors and Adam-
ic/Adar are neighborhood-based methods. SimRankζ and
Katzβ are path-based methods.

Random Given a cause event, we choose an event as the
effect randomly and vice versa.
Common neighbors [23] defines the similarity between

two events as the number of neighbors they have in common.
Jaccard’s coefficient [28] is a statistic used for compar-

ing the similarity and diversity of sample sets.
Adamic/Adar [2] comes out as the winner in the review

paper of link prediction methods [20]. This method refines
the simple counting of common neighbors by weighting rarer
edges more heavily.
Katzβ [17] defines the similarity between two events by

summing over all paths linking them, exponentially damped
by length to count short paths more heavily.
SimRankζ [16] is a randomized version of SimRank by

adding a random value ζl to the measurement function for
encoding the directions of the causality network, which make
it an asymmetric link prediction method.
Causal-SE is the causal specialization of SE [8]. Unlike

the SE model which was originally designed for multi-
relational name entities, the Causal-SE model focuses solely
on a single relation, i.e., the cause-effect relation.
Causal-TransE is the causal specialization of TransE [7].

Unlike the TransE model which was originally designed for
multi-relational named entities, the Causal-TransE model
focuses solely on a single relation, i.e., the cause-effect
relation.
In all the baseline methods, we use Dissim(x, y) =

1 − Sim(x, y)/MAX to obtain the dissimilarity between
two events x and y, where Sim(x, y) in the measurement
function of the above non-embedding baselines and MAX
denotes the maximum similarity value.
It is natural to represent events as tuples, and [25] use

tuples to represent causal events for event prediction. For
comparison, we extract a causal events network in which
each node is represented as a tuple. In the comparison, we
use the same specific event causality network but different
representations of events (the one use ordered bag of verbs
and nouns, and the other uses tuples). The first is
generalized to an abstract event causality network with
nodes represented as FCOPAs. In the second network, each
verb and each noun in the tuple are generalized to its classes
in VerbNet and its hypernym in WordNet.

4.2.3 Implementation Details
For Random, which does not need model training, we just

use the test set to evaluate. For Common neighbors and
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Figure 4: Results on event prediction of all the
methods on Hits@10 of the test set by representing
event with FCOPA.

Jaccard’s coefficient (which do not have hyperparameters),
we use the training set for model training and the test set for
evaluation. For the rest of the models including SimRankζ ,
Katzβ , the Causal-SE model, the Causal-TransE model, and
the Dual-CET model (which do contain hyperparameters),
we use the training set for model training, the validation set
for hyperparameter tuning, and the test set for evaluation.
For SimRankζ and Katzβ we tune the hyper-parameters

ζ and β in (0, 1) with steps of 0.05. The best configurations
are ζ = 0.8 for SimRankζ and β = 0.85 for Katzβ . Training
for SimRankζ is limited to 50 epochs over the training set.
We select the learning rate λ for stochastic gradient

descent among {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, the margin γ among {
1, 2, 10}, and the latent dimension k among {20, 50} on
the validation set. Optimal configurations are k = 20, λ =
0.01, γ = 2 for the Causal-SE model, k = 50, λ = 0.01, γ
= 1 for the Causal-TransE model and k = 40, λ = 0.01, γ
= 1, α = 0.1 for the Dual-CET model . Training is limited
to at most 1,000 epochs over the training set. The best
models are selected by early stopping on the validation sets
(by monitoring Hits@10).

4.2.4 Results and Discussions
Figure 4 shows the results of all the models on the

test set, where “Cause” means predicting causes, “Effect”
is predicting effects, and “Mean” is the Hits@10 values
averaged over the two cases. From the results, we can
see that the embedding-based Causal-SE, Causal-TransE,
and Dual-CET models perform significantly and consistently
better than the non-embedding-based ones. By learning and
operating on latent representations, the embedding-based
models are able to capture some unobservable but intrinsic
characteristics of causality, and hence perform better in
predicting causal events. Between the three embedding
based models, our proposed Dual-CET model consistently
outperforms Causal-SE and Causal-TransE. The reason
might be that the Dual-CET model has fewer parameters to
learn than Causal-SE, which greatly reduces the risk of over-
fitting. On the other hand, the Dual-CET model captures
key specific attributes of event causality by modeling cause-
to-effect and effect-to-cause as different transitions, which
benefits event prediction. All the models perform better in
predicting effects than in predicting causes. This is because
in our data an event gets more causes than effects on average
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Figure 5: The Mean Hits@10 of all the methods to
represent event with FCOPA and Tuple separately,
in which FCOPA refers to frequently co-occurring
word (verbs and nouns) pairs.

Table 2: Examples of the Dual-CET model in
predicting effect events.

Input Cause Top-5 Predicted Effects

(Dow, drop)

(stocks, retreat)
(stocks, end)
(report, inflation)
(fall, bond)
(price, fall)

(Iraq, war)

(iraq, attack)
(murder-42.1-1, bomb)
(talks, lag)
(fall, oil)
(price, fall)

(near, election)

(other cos-45.4, turmoil)
(rise, tension)
(new, premier)
(election, year)
(tv, ad)

(2.88 causes vs. 2.45 effects), making predicting causes
harder than predicting effects.
In order to verify the effectiveness of embedding methods

(i.e. Causal-SE, Causal-TransE and Dual-CET) in learning
asymmetric cause and effect relationships, we conduct the
following sanity check: (1) train the model; (2) record the
loss on the training set; (3) swap cause and effect in all
training pairs; (4) evaluate the model on this modified set;
(5) record the difference on loss with step 2. After swapping
causes and effects in training pairs, the loss increases by
33.9% for the Causal-SE, 10.5% for Causal-TransE and
47.4% for the Dual-CET model, which also demonstrate the
ability of the Dual-CET model to capture the asymmetry of
event causality.
Figure 5 compares performance of predicting events by

using FCOPA and Tuple as event representations, where
“@Mean” indicates the Hits@10 values averaged over causes
and effects Hits@10. The comparison shows that it performs
better to predict events if we use FCOPA to represent events.
In Section 2.2, we explained several advantages of FCOPA.
In addition, it is easier to get a high-level representation
of events and obtain a more dense event causality network,
which are crucial for link prediction in the event causality
network.
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Table 3: Overall stock price movement prediction
results (%).

Accuracy

ET+SVM (Ding [10]) 53.72
EoCCausal-TransE+SVM 55.41
EoCDual-CET+SVM 56.76
ET+DNN (Ding [10]) 56.08
EoCCausal-TransE+DNN 57.77
EoCDual-CET+DNN 59.80

Table 2 further gives several examples of the Dual-CET
model in predicting effect events. For each given cause,
the top five most plausible effects are listed. The results
demonstrate the capability of the Dual-CET model in causal
event prediction.

4.3 Stock Prediction Using Event Causality
Predicting stock price movements is of clear interest

to investors, public companies and governments. Recent
studies [35, 10] have applied text mining techniques to help
analyze the effect of text on the Web on stock market pre-
diction, finding that events reported in news are important
evidence. Particularly, [10] proposed event-based stock price
movement prediction, which demonstrated that news is a
very effective resource to predict stock price movement (i.e.,
increase or decrease of future stock prices).
We use textual causality connectors that are used in [40]

and extract 12,482 events with 20,392 causality pairs on
Ding’s data [10]. The stock price movement data from
02/10/2006 to 21/02/2013 is our training set and the stock
price movement data from 22/02/2013 to 21/11/2013 is our
testing set. Our experiments are carried out on long-term
(one month) stock price movements using 12,482 events
during this period. We mainly focus on predicting the
increase or decrease of Standard & Poor’s 500 stock (S&P)
index. The binary classification problem is to determine
whether the index price will increase or decrease the next
month. In this experiment, we take the event causality
embedding as the input to Ding’s prediction framework. In
order to check the effectiveness of the embedding of event
causality for stock price movement prediction in comparison
to event tuples, we evaluate two models (SVM and deep
neural networks) taking an input event tuple (ET) and
embedding of event causality (EoC) generated from Causal-
TransE and Dual-CET to predict stock price movement on
the same dataset.
We follow the same evaluation metrics as Ding. In terms

of SVM, we just use SVM with a linear kernel. For the
parameter C, we perform a grid search to get the best value.
For the DNN, we use a neural network with two hidden
layers and the number of nodes in each hidden layer is 2n+1,
where n is the number of input nodes.
Table 3 shows the results. The comparison of ET,

EoC generated from Causal-TransE and EoC generated
from Dual-CET on two classic models show that event
causality embedding improves the performance of stock
price movement prediction, demonstrating the embedding
of event causality is a valuable resource. The reason why
the EoC outperforms the ET might rely on two aspects.
First, low-dimensional dense vectors can effectively alleviate
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Figure 6: The distribution of events in the NYT
data. The results indicate that similar events (or
semantically related events) indeed lie close to each
other in the embedding space. The events in the top
left corner cluster are about “economy and stocks”,
the top right corner about “police and criminals”,
the bottom left corner “wars”, and the bottom right
corner “election and voting”.

the problem of feature sparsity which is usually a disaster
for machine learning prediction models. The causality
between events gives a reasonable way to embed events
into continuous vectors. Second, the causality also enables
finding the causal factors of stock price movement. As
shown in Figure 3, event “(Russia, plan)” has an effect on
stocks: “(stocks, retreat)”. Therefore, this kind of high-level
events causality embedding is quite meaningful for stock
price movement prediction.

4.4 Event Embedding Analysis
The third experiment is to test the effectiveness of the

learned embeddings in clustering similar events. To do so,
we use the event embeddings learned by the Dual-CET
model with the optimal parameter settings determined in
the event prediction task. We create a 2D plot using t-
SNE [32]5. Figure 6 shows the distribution of events in
the NYT data. The results indicate that similar events (or
semantically related events) indeed lie close to each other
in the embedding space. The events in the top left corner
cluster are about “economy and stocks”, the top right corner
about “police and criminals”, the bottom left corner “wars”,
and the bottom right corner “election and voting”. All these
observations demonstrate the effectiveness of the embedding
models in similar event clustering.

5. RELATED WORK
To our knowledge, there is no previous study which

considers the task we confront: 1) building a hierarchical
causality network to discover high-level abstract causality
rules, and 2) embedding the causality network into a
continuous vector space for better event matching and
prediction. This section reviews three lines of related

5http://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/
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work: causality extraction, event prediction, and embedding
learning.
Event Causality Extraction. In computational lin-

guistics, many studies deal with extraction of causality rela-
tions from text. Event causality extraction is a fundamental
task because causality between events can be used in many
applications. Causality is an effective basis to predict future
[25]. In order to predict future events, [25] extracted causal
relations between events from a large-scale news corpus.
Similarly, [15] proposed a supervised method of extracting
event causality from the web to generate future scenarios.
There are some approaches proposed concerning the

automatic extraction and detection of causality. For event
causality extraction and detection, clues used by previous
methods can be roughly categorized as causality patterns
[25, 40], words in context [24], associations among words [11]
and the semantics of predicates and nouns [13, 27]. Among
the four types of clues, causality patterns perform the best
in causality extraction. This work employs pattern-based
techniques to extract causality between events. In terms of
event extraction, we compared our method with Reverb on
the event prediction task.
Event Prediction. Event prediction is to predict future

events based on those that already happened. Association
rules [26, 19, 3] and causality rules [25, 15, 39] are typical
clues for prediction. Association rules perform well if
there are plenty of events associated with each other.
But they fail to predict entirely new events which never
happened before or rare events which happened only a few
times. Causality is a strong principle to predict the future
with good interpretability. In causality based methods,
prediction is conducted via event matching, making such
methods capable of handling new/rare events. However,
the event representations of tuples in [25] and noun phrases
in [15] greatly limits the flexibility of event matching. Our
work differs in that we construct an abstract event causality
network which shows more essential casual rules and further
embed the event causality network into a continuous vector
space so as to simplify the matching and the prediction.
Embedding Learning in Text. In text mining, the

embedding idea has been widely used based on language
model [4]. Usually, it is used to learn the embedding of
each word. Several NLP tasks can be improved by this kind
of word embedding, which are confirmed by Collobert and
Weston [9]. Similarly, Weston et al. [37] have successfully
applied the embedding idea for matching queries and images.
This work mapped queries and images into a common
semantic space following meaningful data representations
and state-of-the-art results. Bordes et al. [6] adapted this
model to a (very) small custom knowledge base for language
understanding. In order to solve the problem of embedding
entities and relationships of multi-relational data in low-
dimensional vector spaces, Bordes et al. proposed several
models including SE [8], TransE [7]. Based on these studies
of Bordes, improved versions of relation embedding models
are proposed [36, 34, 21, 33]. All these studies demonstrate
that encoding data in distributed embeddings induce gains
in performance.
We proposed a novel Dual-CET model to learn embed-

dings of causal events. In comparison with SE and TransE,
the Dual-CET model considers the specific attributes of
event causality by modeling cause-to-effect and effect-to-
cause as different transitions.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of building an event

causality network from text and using the causality network
for future event prediction. We proposed a new concept
“abstract causality network” and a hierarchical causality
generation method to build the abstract causality network
on top of a specific one. From this network, we can obtain
plenty of general, frequent, and simple causality patterns
which reveal high-level causality rules behind specific causal
events. Furthermore, we designed a novel Dual-CET model
which encoded key attributes of causality to embed the
causality network into a continuous vector space. Future
event prediction was formulated as a link prediction task on
the causality network using event embeddings. By learning
and operating on latent continuous representations, the
embedding methods could greatly improve the flexibility of
event matching and hence improve the accuracy of event
prediction.
We experimented with a New York Times corpus contain-

ing over 1.8 million news headlines. Experimental results
demonstrated 1) the effectiveness of the abstract causality
network in discovering general, frequent, and simple causal-
ity patterns, 2) the superiority of the embedding methods
over state-of-the-art link prediction techniques in future
event prediction, and 3) the use and value of the event
causality embedding in stock market movement prediction.
In the future, we would like to apply the discovered causal-

ity rules in more applications, such as medical cause-and-
effect discovery. Predicting specific causal events instead of
abstract ones is another focus.
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